Abstract. Two separate studies of space charge longitudinal dynamics in the Los Alamos Proton Storage Ring have been completed. The first of these studies is a benchmark of a longitudinal instability caused by three ferrite inductors used in the ring to provide longitudinal space charge compensation. We use the ORBIT code to benchmark the growth time, mode spectrum, and intensity threshold of the instability. The second study concerns the 201.5 MHz linac microbunch structure of the beam. We find that this microbunch structure persists in the ring over long periods of time with no RF bunching. We show through analysis of the experimental data and simulations that space charge, coupled with energy spread effects, is responsible for the sustained structure.
INTRODUCTION
The Proton Storage Ring (PSR) is the accumulator ring portion of the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), a 100 kW proton driver used for neutron spallation. Up to 5x10 13 protons can be accumulated in the PSR, and thus collective effects have a large impact on beam behaviour in the ring. Here we summarise the results of two separate studies conducted to benchmark and explore the role of longitudinal collective effects in the PSR. The first study is an ORBIT code benchmark of a ferrite induced longitudinal instability in the PSR. In order to provide space charge compensation and to keep the beam gap clean, the PSR operates with two ferrite inductive inserts. The inserts cause a large longitudinal instability in the ring when they are operated at room temperature; the instability is prevented during normal operation by heating the inserts. Here, we use the ORBIT particle in cell tracking code to benchmark the longitudinal instability, including the growth time, mode spectrum, and intensity instability threshold.
In the second study, we investigate the 201.5 MHz linac microbunch structure in the ring. Experimental data indicates that the structure is maintained in the ring over long periods of time, despite significant energy spread which would normally give rise to fast decoherence. Simulations of the experiment show that a separatrix is formed in the longitudinal phase space of the beam during accumulation, and is maintained thereafter through a balance of space charge forces and energy spread effects.
BENCHMARK OF LONGITUDINAL INSTABILITY

Experimental Data
In the experiment presented in this section, 650 nC of charge was accumulated in 150s, and then stored for another 350s. No RF bunching was applied, and three room temperature inductive inserts were present in the ring. A complete set of machine conditions, along with analysis of the experimental data, can be found in reference [1] . Here we only restate the results of this analysis. Figure 1 shows two consecutive turns of a wall current monitor signal at the end of beam injection into the PSR (150s), and at the peak of the instability (350s). The hash at the top of the first plot ( Figure  1(a) ) corresponds to the linac 201 MHz microbunch structure. The instability is visible as the large spikes in the profile in Figure 1(b) , which occur at a frequency of 72 MHz. For the PSR with revolution frequency of 2.8 MHz, the unstable harmonic is closest to h=26. The experimental growth time for the stability in this data set was found in reference [1] to be 33µs.
ORBIT Simulations
The ORBIT code is a particle-in-cell tracking code developed for realistic modeling of beams in rings and transport lines [2, 3] . To simulate the experiment and transport lines [2, 3] . To simulate the experiment shown in Figure 1 , we invoke ORBIT's 1D tracking package, which includes an algorithm for modelling the effects of longitudinal space charge and userdefined external impedances. One combined space charge and impedance kick is applied per turn of the beam, adequate for modelling the slow longitudinal evolution of the PSR beam. Numerical convergence is achieved by slicing the beam into 256 bins, and using 8x10 6 macroparticles. The impedance of the room temperature inductive inserts was measured in reference [1] . With this impedance and the experimental parameters given in the previous section, the ORBIT code was used to simulate the instability observed in Figure 1 . To allow for direct comparison of experimental and simulated profiles, the simulated turn-by-turn longitudinal profiles are plotted with the same resolution as the wall current monitor data. The results are shown in Figure 2 , where the first plot shows two consecutive turns at the end of beam injection (Figure 2 (a)), and the second plot shows two consecutive turns at the peak of the instability (Figure 2(b) ). The same basic structure is seen in the simulated profiles as in the experimental profiles, and the peak of the simulated instability occurs during storage within a few microseconds of the experimental peak time.
To complete the benchmark of this data set, we analyse the mode spectrum of the instability by tracking the evolution of the dominant harmonics throughout the beam injection and storage. The result is shown for the three most dominant harmonics, all of which exhibit an exponential growth pattern, in Figure  3 (a). In agreement with the experimental result, the do- minant harmonic is h=26. Taking the natural log of the H=26 Evolution curve and fitting a slope to t he straight part of the curve (Figure 3(b) ), we derive a growth time of 42 µs for the simulated instability, which is about 25% slower than the experimental result.
Analysis and Benchmark of Instability Intensity Threshold
In addition to the 1999 data set shown in the previous section, another data set was taken in 2002 to study the instability intensity threshold. Only two room temperature inductors were present in the ring during this study, and the instability is slightly weaker than what was observed in the previous section. However, the quality of the data and the strength of the instability are more than sufficient to identify the threshold.
For these experiments, a 200ns chopped beam was accumulated in the ring for 200µs and then stored with no RF bunching for an additional 500s. Multiple data sets were taken, varying the intensity from 70 nC to 460 nC. The data was imported into MATLAB for analysis, and the evolution of the instability was analysed by plotting the evolution of the mode spectrum over the injection and storage period.
To identify the intensity instability threshold, it is necessary to state the defining behaviour of the beam at the point of threshold. For this study, we define the threshold as the intensity at which the unstable harmonics rise coherently above the noise selevel. Figure 4 shows the mode evolution plots for three different beam intensities in the experimental data set: 460 nC, 80 nC, and 70 nC. At 460 nC a very strong instability is observed; at 80 nC the relevant harmonics are just beginning to rise out of the noise; and, finally, at 70 nC only noise is observed. Therefore, according to our definition, the experimental instability intensity threshold is around 80 nC.
As a final benchmark of the ORBIT code, we simulated the threshold study experiments and analysed the simulated data with the same method as the experimental data. The results are shown in Figure 5 . Here, we see that at 500 nC a very strong instability is present; at 70 nC the relevant harmonics are just beginning to rise out of the noise; and, finally, at 50 nC only noise is observed. Therefore, the simulated threshold is around 70 nC, within 25% of the experimental threshold.
STUDY OF SPACE-CHARGE SUS-TAINED MICROBUNCH STRUCTURE
In this section, we again study data from the 1999 three-inductor experiment, but now we focus exclusively on the 201 MHz microbunch structure, and filter the data where necessary to eliminate contributions from higher order modes of the ferriteinduced instability. tion into the ring, creating a persistent 201 MHz structural component in the longitudinal signal during accumulation. Due to the large space charge gradient of the microbunches, along with the sizable energy spread, the microbunch structure should dissipate in less than 30 turns, if no RF is supplied. However, under the influence of collective effects, and for a certain balance of experimental conditions, we find that the 201 MHz structure can be sustained in the beam for long periods of time, possibly even indefinitely.
Figures 6 and 7 show wall current monitor signals plotted in waterfall form for a 210 nC chopped beam and for a 720 nC unchopped beam. In this format, the time along the bunch train for a single turn is plotted on the horizontal axis, and the turn number is plotted along the vertical axis. The end of beam injection occurs at 559 turns, after which the beam is stored for another 1400 turns. For the chopped beam, the 201 MHz microbunch structure, visible as the high frequency density (color) variations, persists for at least 800 turns after the end of injection. The microbunch structure is even more long-lived in the unchopped beam case, remaining strong throughout the entire storage, up until the beam is extracted from the ring at 1950 turns.
To investigate the intensity dependence of the microbunch structure during beam storage, we compare single turn longitudinal profiles for two data sets with different beam intensities but otherwise identical experimental conditions. The two plots shown in Figure 8 correspond to longitudinal profiles for a single turn of beam 300 turns after the end injection, for a 70 nC beam and a 210 nC beam. The hash at the top of the profiles is the microbunch signal. Note that it occupies about 5% of the total beam strength for the 70 nC beam (Figure 8(a) ) . At triple the intensity, i.e., the 210 nC case (Figure 8(b) ), the hash is much more pronounced, and occupies about 15% of the beam signal. It is clear that a correlation exists between the intensity of the beam and the strength of the microbunch structure, suggesting that space charge contributes to the sustained microbunch structure of the beam.
ORBIT Simulations
The experimental parameters for the chopped beam case, listed in the previous section, were used in the ORBIT simulations. To allow for direct comparison with the experimental data, turn-by-turn longitudinal beam profiles were plotted with the same resolution as the wall current monitor data. The simulations were performed both with and without space charge, and the results are shown in waterfall plot format in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. When space charge is included, we observe the same microbunch dynamics as in the experimental data: The 201 MHz structure is locked in place and sustained for at least 800 turns after injection. In the case where no space charge is present, however, the microbunch structure decoheres due to energy spread effects within a few tens of turns after then end of injection.
To understand the dynamics of the system, we investigate the longitudinal phase space of the beam using the simulated data. The phase space of the beam at the end of beam injection (turn number 559) is shown in Figure 10(a) . At large energy deviations, the normal phase space drift is observed. At small energy deviations, the linac microbunch structure is visible, where the sharp spikes in density correspond to the locations where the micropulses were accumulated during injection. Figure 10 Looking at the same portion of the phase space later in the beam storage, Figure 10 (c) shows that the buckets are just beginning to shear after 650 turns of storage (Figure 10(c) ). This indicates that the longitudinal phase space was near steady-state during the PSR chopped beam experiments. A true steadystate could never be achieved for the chopped beam case, since particles will eventually reach the beam gap and exit the varying space charge potential.
The near steady state phase space distribution is maintained through a combination of space charge effects and motion across the phase space due to energy spread in the beam. As particles drift across the phase space, they lose energy and slow down while traversing the increasing sides of the microbunch potentials. For the right balance of space charge potential and energy deviation, some particles will have just enough energy to overcome the potential barrier. These critical particles will slow down to a near stop at the peak of the microbunch, before arriving on the decreasing side of the potential and regaining the lost energy; thus, these particles lie near the separatrix. The slow motion of the particles near the peak of the potential sustains the high particle density in that region. Likewise, the fast motion of the particles in the wells of the potential sustains the low particle density there. Technically, the system is also capable of trapping particles inside the separatrix, but because of the PSR injection conditions, particles are never injected inside of the empty phase space regions, i.e, there is no longitudinal painting. All particles are injected initially into the high density regions, where they begin their cycle of slow and fast motion across the high and low density regions. Intuitively, one can argue that the system should be able to sustain itself in this manner indefinitely. In fact, a complete set of steady-state, self-consistent solutions for this system have been found in reference [4] .
